We dreamed and pursued our vision passionately.
Mapsis Metal, who is a “solution partner” in Defence, Aerospace and Yacht Equipment Sector; is serving in metal processing sector within, large experience and skill full staff OEM Oriented Production with worldwide standards and precise ends supplier of 5xxx, 6xxx and 7xxx Series of Aluminium Alloys organization focused “on-time” delivery reliable on quality-price optimization.

Products, those were made with required alloy by extrusion or sheet, are securely being used in Cabin Interior Designing for galleys or seats in Aerospace Industry Missiles and Rocket Warhead/Wing equipments in Defence Industry Cabin type of hardware in Marine & Yacht Sector or in special applications upon to required specifications.

Our Vision
To be able to respond in a vibrant way with the right and best service to the local and global requests of Aviation, Yachting, Defense Industries.

Our Mission
To be a required and preferred company by supplying products and services with high added value.

Quality Management

Quality Policy;
To ensure the changing and evolving needs of our customer by providing requested and on time services and products with continuous improvement principle in accordance with national and international standards and legal requirements.

To satisfy our customers by supplying right products in the first and all the time.
CABIN INTERIOR
Seat Products

6xxx and 7xxx series extruded profiles or sheet aluminium alloys are processed with the needs of OEM Projects and delivered after surface treatment with CoC and FAI Documentation those have been used for Cabin Seating Industry.

We have wide range of surface treatment possibilities such Tumbling, Polishing, Grinding, Staining (satin finish brushing), Brushing, Blasting etc..

AS 9100 Certification enables for traceability and sustainability in quality acceptance and customers are being served with on time delivery philosophy.

GALLEY SYSTEMS
Cabin Interior Galley

6xxx and 7xxx series extruded aluminium profiles are processed with the needs of OEM Projects and delivered after surface treatment with CoC and FAI Documentation.

We have wide range of surface treatment possibilities such Tumbling, Polishing, Grinding, Staining (satin finish brushing), Brushing, Blasting etc..

AS 9100 Certification enables for traceability and sustainability in quality acceptance and customers are being served with on time delivery philosophy.
5xxx and 6xxx series of extruded or sheet alloys are being machined upon to narrow tolerances in required forms and are combined with special surface treatment which is very crucial from life expectancy point of view in the sector.
Mapsis Metal is giving the advantage for contract type of manufacturing or supplying finished product for metal working companies, those were produced by CNC type of Machine Centres having wide capacities with the needs required in ISO 9001 and AS 9100 Certification.
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